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ABSTRACT
Code search is an unavoidable activity in software development.
Various approaches and techniques have been explored in the liter-
ature to support code search tasks. Most of these approaches focus
on serving user queries provided as natural language free-form
input. However, there exists a wide range of use-case scenarios
where a code-to-code approach would be most beneficial. For ex-
ample, research directions in code transplantation, code diversity,
patch recommendation can leverage a code-to-code search engine
to find essential ingredients for their techniques. In this paper, we
propose FaCoY, a novel approach for statically finding code frag-
ments which may be semantically similar to user input code. FaCoY
implements a query alternation strategy: instead of directly match-
ing code query tokens with code in the search space, FaCoY first
attempts to identify other tokens which may also be relevant in im-
plementing the functional behavior of the input code. With various
experiments, we show that (1) FaCoY is more effective than online
code-to-code search engines; (2) FaCoY can detect more semantic
code clones (i.e., Type-4) in BigCloneBench than the state-of-the-
art; (3) FaCoY, while static, can detect code fragments which are
indeed similar with respect to runtime execution behavior; and (4)
FaCoY can be useful in code/patch recommendation.
1 INTRODUCTION
In software development activities, source code examples are critical
for understanding concepts, applying fixes, improving performance,
and extending software functionalities [6, 46, 63, 87, 88]. Previous
studies have even revealed that more than 60% of developers search
for source code every day [30, 80]. With the existence of super-
repositories such as GitHub hostingmillions of open source projects,
there are opportunities to satisfy the search need of developers for
resolving a large variety of programming issues.
Oftentimes, developers are looking for code fragments that offer
similar functionality than some other code fragments. For example,
a developer may need to find Java implementations of all sorting
algorithms that could be more efficient than the one she/he has.
We refer to such code fragments which have similar functional
behavior even if their code is dissimilar as semantic clones. The
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literature also refers to them as Type-4 clones for consistency with
the taxonomy of code clones [13, 73]. Besides the potential of help-
ing developers collect relevant examples to improve their code,
finding similar code fragments is an important endeavor, at they
can provide essential ingredients for addressing challenges in vari-
ous software engineering techniques. Among such challenges, we
can enumerate automated software transplantation [9], software
diversification [11], and even software repair [41].
Finding semantically similar code fragments is, however, chal-
lenging to perform statically, an essential trait to ensure scalability.
A few studies [21, 35] have investigated program inputs and outputs
to find equivalent code fragments. More recently, Su et al. [81] have
proposed an approach to find code relatives relying on instruction-
level execution traces (i.e., code with similar execution behaviors).
Unfortunately, all such dynamic approaches cannot scale to large
repositories because of their requirement of runtime information.
Our key insight to statically find code fragments which are se-
mantically similar is first to undertake a description of the function-
ality implemented by any code fragment. Then, such descriptions
can be used to match other code fragments that could be described
similarly. This insight is closely related to the work by Marcus
and Maletic on high-level concept clones [62] whose detection is
based on source code text (comments and identifiers) providing an
abstract view of code. Unfortunately, their approach can only help
to identify high-level concepts (e.g., abstract data types), but is not
targeted at describing functionalities per se.
Because of the vocabulary mismatch problem [24, 29, 89, 90] be-
tween code terms and human description words, it is challenging to
identify the most accurate terms to summarize, in natural language,
the functionality implemented by a code fragment.
To work around the issue of translating a code fragment into
natural language description terms, one can look2 up to a devel-
oper community. Actually, developers often resort to web-based re-
sources such as blogs, tutorial pages, andQ&A sites. StackOverflow
is one of such leading discussion platforms, which has gained pop-
ularity among software developers. In StackOverflow, an answer
to a question is typically short texts accompanied by code snip-
pets that demonstrate a solution to a given development task or
the usage of a particular functionality in a library or framework.
StackOverflow provides social mechanisms to assess and improve
the quality of posts that leads implicitly to high-quality source code
snippets on the one hand as well as concise and comprehensive
questions on the other hand. Our intuition is that information in
Q&A sites can be leveraged as a collective knowledge to build an
2Because software projects can be more or less poorly documented, we do not consider
source code comments as a reliable and consistent database for extracting descriptions.
Instead, we rely on developer community Q&A sites to collect descriptions.
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intermediate translation step before the exploration of large code
bases.
This paper.We propose FaCoY (Find a Code other than Yours)
as a novel, static, scalable and effective code-to-code search engine
for finding semantically similar code fragments in large code bases.
Overall, we make the following contributions:
• The FaCoY approach for code-to-code search: We propose a
solution to discover code fragments implementing similar function-
alities. Our approach radically shifts from mere syntactic patterns
detection. It is further fully static (i.e., relies solely on source code)
with no constraint of having runtime information. FaCoY is based
on query alternation: after extracting structural code elements from
a code fragment to build a query, we build alternate queries us-
ing code fragments that present similar descriptions to the initial
code fragment. We instantiate the FaCoY approach based on in-
dices on Java files collected from GitHub and Q&A posts from
StackOverflow to find the best descriptions of functionalities im-
plemented in a large and diversified set of code snippets.
• A comprehensive empirical evaluation. We present evalua-
tion results demonstrating that FaCoY can accurately help search
for (syntactically and semantically) similar code fragments, outper-
forming popular online code-to-code search engines. We further
show, with the BigCloneBench benchmark [83], that we perform
better than the state-of-the-art on static code clone detectors iden-
tifying semantic clones; our approach identifies over 635,000 se-
mantic clones, while others detect few to no semantic clones. We
also break down the performance of FaCoY to highlight the added-
value of our query alternation scheme. Using theDyCLINK dynamic
tool [81], we validate that, in 68% of the cases, our approach indeed
finds code fragments that exhibit similar runtime behavior. Finally,
we investigate the capability of FaCoY to be leveraged for repair
patch recommendation.
2 MOTIVATION AND INSIGHT
Finding similar code fragments beyond syntactic similarities has
several uses in the field of software engineering. For example, de-
velopers can leverage a code-to-code search tool to find alternative
implementations of some functionalities. Recent automated soft-
ware engineering research directions for software transplantation
or repair constitute further illustrations of how a code-to-code
search engine can be leveraged.
Despite years of active research in the field of code search and
code clones detection, few techniques have explicitly targeted se-
mantically similar code fragments. Instead, most approaches focus
on textually, structurally or syntactically code fragments. The state-
of-the-art techniques on static detection of code clones leverage
various intermediate representations to compute code similarity.
Token-based [8, 39, 56] representations are used in approaches that
target syntactic similarity. AST-based [12, 34] representations are
employed in approaches that detect similar but potentially struc-
turally different code fragments. Finally, (program dependency)
graph-based [49, 57] representations are used in detecting clones
where statements are not ordered or parts of the clone code are
intertwined with each other. Although similar code fragments iden-
tified by all these approaches usually have similar behavior, the
contemporary static approaches still miss finding such fragments
which have similar behavior even if their code is dissimilar [36].
To find similarly behaving code fragments, researchers have
relied upon dynamic code similarity detection which consists in
identifying programs that yield similar outputs for the same inputs.
State-of-the-art dynamic approaches generate random inputs [35],
rely on symbolic [55] or concolic execution [50] and check abstract
memory states [45] to compute function similarity based on exe-
cution outputs. The most recent state-of-the-art on dynamic clone
detection focuses on the computations performed by the different
programs and compares instruction-level execution traces to iden-
tify equivalent behavior [81]. Although these approaches can be
very effective in finding semantic code clones, dynamic execution
of code is not scalable and implies several limitations for practical
usage (e.g., the need of exhaustive test cases to ensure confidence
in behavioral equivalence).
To search for relevant code fragments, users turn to online code-
to-code search engines, such as Krugle [1], which statically scan
open source projects. Unfortunately, such Internet-scale search
engines still perform syntactic matching, leading to low-quality
output in terms of semantic clones.
On the key ideaConsider the code fragments shown in Figure 1.
They constitute variant implementations for computing the hash of
a string. These examples are reported in BigCloneBench [83] as type-
4 clones (i.e., semantic clones). Indeed, their syntactic similarity is
limited to a few library function calls. Textually, only about half of
the terms are similar in both code fragments. Structurally, the first
implementation presents only one execution path while the second
includes two paths with the try/catch mechanism.
public String getHash(final String password)
throws NoSuchAlgorithmException, UnsupportedEncodingException {
final MessageDigest digest = MessageDigest.getInstance("MD5");
byte[] md5hash;
digest.update(password.getBytes("utf-8"), 0, password.length());
md5hash = digest.digest();
return convertToHex(md5hash);
}
(a) Excerpt from MD5HashHelperImpl.java in the yes-cart project.
public static String encrypt(String message) {
try {
MessageDigest digest = MessageDigest.getInstance("MD5");
digest.update(message.getBytes());
BASE64Encoder encoder = new BASE64Encoder();
return encoder.encode(digest.digest());
} catch (NoSuchAlgorithmException ex) {
...
(b) Excerpt from Crypt.java in the BettaServer project.
Figure 1: Implementation variants for hashing.
To statically identify the code fragments above as semantically
similar, a code-to-code search engine would require extra hint that
(i) getHash and encrypt deal with related concepts and that (ii)
BASE64Encoder API is offering similar functionality as convertTo-
Hex. Such hints can be derived automatically if one can build a
comprehensive collection of code fragments with associated de-
scriptions allowing for high-level groupings of fragments (based on
natural language descriptions) to infer relationships among code
tokens. The inference of such relationships will then enable the
generation of alternate queries displaying related, but potentially
syntactically different, tokens borrowed from other code fragments
having similar descriptions than the input fragment. Thus, given
the code example of Figure 1(a), the system will detect similar code
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fragments by matching not only tokens that are syntactically3 simi-
lar to the ones in this code fragment (i.e., gethash, messagedigest,
and converttohex), but also others similar to known related tokens
(e.g., base64encoder, encrypt, etc.). Such a system would then be
able to identify the code fragment of Figure 1(b) as a semantically
similar code fragment (i.e., a semantic clone).
We postulate that Q&A posts and their associated answers con-
stitute a comprehensive dataset with a wealth of information on
how different code tokens (found in code snippets displayed as ex-
ample answers) can be matched together based on natural language
descriptions (found in questions). Figure 2 illustrates the steps that
could be unfolded for exploiting Q&A data to find semantic clones
in software repositories such as Github.
What functionality 
is implemented? 
What are related 
implementations?
What are other representative 
tokens for the functionality?
Which code fragments best match 
these tokens?
Q&A Posts (questions + code snippets)
Target code base
Code fragment
Similar Code
fragments
Figure 2: Conceptual steps for our search engine.
Given a code fragment, the first step would consist to infer natu-
ral language terms that best describe the functionality implemented.
To that end, we must match the code fragment with the closest
code example provided in a Q&A post. Then, we search in the Q&A
dataset all posts with similar descriptions to collect their associated
code examples. By mixing all such code examples, we can build a
more diverse set of code tokens that could be involved in the imple-
mentation of the relevant functionality. Using this set of tokens, we
can then search real-world projects for fragments which may be
syntactically dissimilar while implementing similar functionality.
Basic definitions
We use the following definitions for our approach in Section 3.
• Code Fragment: A contiguous set of code lines that is fed as
input to the search engine. The output of the engine is also a list
of code fragments. We formalize it as a finite sequence of tokens
representing (full or partial) program source code at different gran-
ularities: e.g., a function, or an arbitrary sequence of statements.
• Code Snippet: A code fragment found in Q&A sites. We propose
this terminology to differentiate code fragments that are leveraged
during the search process from those that are used as input or that
are finally yielded by our approach.
• Q&A Post: A pair p = (q,A) also noted pqA, where q is a question
andA is a list of answers. For instance, for a given post pqA, question
q is a document describing what the questioner is trying to ask
about and a ∈ A is a document that answers the question in q. Each
answer a can include one or several code snippets: S = snippets (a),
where S is a set of code snippets.
We also recall for the reader the following well-accepted defini-
tions of clone types [13, 73, 81]:
•Type-1: Identical code fragments, except for differences in white-
space, layout, and comments.
3Naive syntactic matching may lead to false positives. Instead, there is a need to
maintain qualification information about the tokens (e.g., the token represents a
method call, a literal, etc.) cf. Section 3.
•Type-2: Identical code fragments, except for differences in identi-
fier names and literal values, in addition to Type-1 clone differences.
•Type-3: Syntactically similar code fragments that differ at the
statement level. The fragments have statements added, modified
and/or removed with respect to each other, in addition to Type-1
and Type-2 clone differences.
•Type-4: Syntactically dissimilar code fragments that implement
the same functionality. They are also known as semantic clones.
Disclaimer. In this work, we refer to a pair of code fragments which
are semantically similar as semantic clones, although they might
have been implemented independently (i.e., no cloning, e.g., copy/-
paste, was involved). Such pairs are primary targets of FaCoY.
3 APPROACH
FaCoY takes a code fragment from a user and searches in a software
projects’ code base to identify code fragments that are similar to
the user’s input. Although the design of FaCoY is targeted at taking
into account functionally similar code with syntactically different
implementations, the search often returns fragments that are also
syntactically similar to the input query.
Figure 3 illustrates the steps that are unfolded in the working
process of the search:
User Input
Snippet
Index
Code
Index
Code
Query
Generating
Expanded 
Code Query
Code
Queries
Code Fragment
Search Results
(2)
(3)
(4)(5)
Question
Index
Generating 
Code Query
(1)
Question
Answer
Snippet
Question
Answer
Snippet
Searching for 
Similar Code 
Snippets
Searching for 
Similar 
Questions
Searching for 
Code 
Examples
Figure 3: Overview of FaCoY.
(1) When FaCoY receives a code fragment, it generates a structured
query called Code Query based on the code elements present in
the fragment (Section 3.2.1).
(2) Given a code query, FaCoY searches for Q&A posts that in-
clude the most syntactically similar code snippets. To that end,
the query is matched against the Snippet Index of Q&A posts
(Section 3.2.2).
(3) Once the relevant posts are identified, FaCoY collects natural
language descriptive terms from the associated questions and
matches them with the Question index of Q&A posts to find
other relevant posts. The objective is to find additional code
snippets that could implement similar functionalities with a
diversified set of syntactic tokens (Section 3.2.3).
(4) Using code snippets in answers of Q&A posts collected by pre-
vious steps, FaCoY generates code queries that each constitutes
an alternative to the first code query obtained from user input
in Step (1) (Section 3.2.4).
(5) As the final step, FaCoY searches for similar code fragments
by matching the code queries yielded in Step (4) against the
Code Index built from the source code of software projects (Sec-
tion 3.2.5).
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3.1 Indexing
Our approach constructs three indices, snippet, question, and code,
in advance to facilitate the search process as well as ensuring a
reasonable search speed [61]. To create these indices, we use Apache
Lucene, one of the most popular information retrieval libraries [64].
Lucene indices map tokens into instances which in our cases can
be natural language text, code fragments or source code files.
3.1.1 Snippet Index. The Snippet Index in FaCoY maintains
the mapping information between answer document IDs of Q&A
posts and their code snippets. It is defined as a function:
InxS : S → 2P , where S is a set of code snippets, and P is a set of
Q&A posts. 2P denotes the power set of P (i.e., the set of all possible
subsets of P ). This index function maps a code snippet into a subset
of P , in which the answer in a post has a similar snippet to the
input. Our approach leverages the Snippet Index to retrieve the
Q&A post answers that include the most similar code snippets to a
given query.
To create this index, wemust first collect code examples provided
as part of a Q&A post answer. Since code snippets are mixed in
the middle of answer documents, it is necessary to identify such
regions containing the code snippets. Fortunately, most Q&A sites,
including StackOverflow, make posts available in a structured
document (e.g., HTML or XML) and explicitly indicate source code
elements with ad-hoc tags such as <code> · · · <code> allowing
FaCoY to readily parse answer documents and locate code snippets.
After collecting a code snippet from an answer, FaCoY creates
its corresponding index information as a list of index terms. An
index term is a pair of the form ‘token_type:actual_token” (e.g.,
used_class:ActionBar). Table 1 enumerates examples of token types
considered by FaCoY. The complete list is available in [23].
Table 1: Examples of token types for snippet index creation.
Type Description
typed_method_call (Partially) qualified name of called method
unresolved_method_call Non-qualified name of called method
str_literal String literal used in code
Figure 4 shows an example of code fragment with the corre-
sponding index terms.
public class BaseActivity extends AppCompatActivity{
public static final int IMAGE_PICK_REQUEST_CODE = 5828;
public static final int MUSIC_PICK_REQUEST_CODE = 58228;
protected ActionBar actionBar;
@Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState){
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
setContentView(R.layout.activity_based);
} }
(a) Example code fragment.
extends:AppCompatActivity
used_class:BaseActivity
used_class:R
used_class:R.layout
used_class:ActionBar
used_class:Bundle
methods_declaration:onCreate
typed_method_call:AppCompatActivity.onCreate
typed_method_call:AppCompatActivity.setContentView
(b) Corresponding index terms.
Figure 4: Extraction of index terms from a code fragment.
To generate index terms, FaCoY must produce the abstract syn-
tax tree (AST) of a code snippet. Each AST node that corresponds
to a token type in Table 14 is then retained to form an index term.
Finally, FaCoY preserves, for each entry in the index, the answer
document identifier to enable reverse lookup.
The main challenge in this step is due to the difficulty of parsing
incomplete code, a common trait of code snippets in Q&A posts [79].
Indeed, it is common for such code snippets to include partial
statements or excerpts of a program, with the purpose to give only
some key ideas in a concise manner. Often, snippets include ellipses
(i.e., “. . . ”) before and after the main code blocks. To allow parsing
by standard Java parsers, FaCoY resolves the problem by removing
the ellipses and wrapping code snippets with a custom dummy
class and method templates.
Besides incompleteness, code snippets present another limitation
due to unqualified names. Indeed, in code snippets, enclosing class
names of method calls are often ambiguous [20]. A recent study [82]
even reported that unqualified method names are pervasive in
code snippets. Recovering unqualified names is, however, necessary
for ensuring accuracy when building the Snippet Index. To that
end, FaCoY transforms unqualified names to (partially) qualified
names by using structural information collected during the AST
traversal of a given code snippet. This process converts variable
names on which methods are invoked through their corresponding
classes. Figure 5 showcases the recovering of name qualification
information. Although this process cannot recover all qualified
names, it does improve the value of the Snippet Index.
SAXParserFactory ft;
InputSource is ;
URL ul = new URL(feed)
ft = SAXParserFactory.newInstance();
SAXParser pr = factory.newSAXParser();
XMLReader rd = pr.getXMLReader();
RssHandler hd = new RssHandler();
rd.setContentHandler(hd);
is = new InputSource(url.openStream());
xmlreader.parse(is);
return hd.getFeed();
(a) Fragment before recovering
name qualification.
SAXParserFactory ft;
InputSource is;
URL ul = new URL(feed)
ft = SAXParserFactory.newInstance();
SAXParser pr = _SAXParserFactory_.newSA...
XMLReader rd = _SAXParser_.getXMLReader();
RssHandler hd = new RssHandler();
_XMLReader_.setContentHandler(hd);
is = new InputSource(_URL_.openStream());
_XMLReader_.parse(is);
return _RssHandler_.getFeed();
(b) Fragment after recovering name
qualification.
Figure 5: Recovery of qualification information [79]. Recov-
ered name qualifications are highlighted by red color.
Disclaimer. FaCoY is compliantwith the Creative CommonsAttribute-
ShareAlike license [4, 19] of StackOverflow: we do not redistribute
any code from Q&A posts. We only mine developer code examples
in StackOverflow to learn relationships among tokens.
3.1.2 Question Index. The Question Index maps a set of word
tokens into Q&A posts. The mapping information serves to iden-
tify Q&A posts where the questions are similar to the questions
retrieved in Step (2) (cf. Figure 3) whose answers contain code snip-
pets that are similar to the user input. FaCoY leverages this index
to construct alternate queries to the one derived from user input.
These alternate queries are necessary to increase the opportunities
for finding semantically similar code fragments rather than only
syntactically similar fragments. The following equation defines
the Question Index function: InxQ : Q → 2P , where Q is a set of
questions, and P is a set of Q&A posts. This function maps a set
of words from the input into a subset of posts (PE ∈ P ) that are
similar to the input.
4Our approach focuses on the types in the table since they represent most of the
characteristics in a code snippet.
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To build the Question Index, FaCoY takes the question part (q)
of each Q&A post and generates index terms. To that end a pre-
processing of the question text is necessary. This pre-processing
includes tokenization (e.g., splitting camel case), stop word re-
moval5 [61], and stemming. From the pre-processing output, FaCoY
builds index terms in the form of “term:token”. Each index term
is further mapped with the question where its token is originated
from, to keep an inverse link. Figure 6 illustrates how, given a
question text, index terms are generated.
(a) Description text in a question. 
term:simpl, term:java, term:algorithm, term:generat, term:pseudo, term:random, term:alpha, 
term:numer, term:string, term:situat, term:uniq, term:session, term:key, term:identifi, term:uniq, 
term:500k, term:requir, term:sophist, term:ideal, term:length, term:depend, term:string, 
term:length, term:12, term:aeygf7k0dm1x 
 
 
 
(b) Resulting index terms generated from (a).
Figure 6: Example of question index creation.
3.1.3 Code Index. The Code Index maintains mapping infor-
mation between tokens and source code files. FaCoY leverages this
index to search for code examples corresponding to a code query
yielded at the end of Step (4) (cf. Figure 3). This index actually
defines the search space of our approach (e.g., F-droid repository
of Android apps, or Java projects in Github, or a subset of Mozilla
projects). The Code Index function is defined as: InxC : S → 2F ,
where S is a set of code snippets and F is a set of code fragments. F
actually defines the space of FaCoY.
The creation process of the Code Index is similar to the process
for building the Snippet Index that is described in Section 3.1.1.
FaCoY first scans all available source code files in the considered
code base. Then, each file is parsed6 to generate an AST from which
FaCoY collects the set of AST nodes corresponding to the token
types listed in Table 1. The AST nodes and their actual tokens are
used for creating index terms in the same format as in the case of
the Snippet Index. Finally, each index term is mapped to the source
code file where the token of the term has been retrieved.
3.2 Search
Once the search indices are built, FaCoY is ready to take a user
query and search for relevant code fragments. Algorithm 1 for-
mulates the search process for a given user query. Its input also
considers the three indices described in Section 3.1 and stretch
parameters used in the algorithm. The following sections detail the
whole process.
3.2.1 Generating a Code Query from a User Input. As the
first step of code search, FaCoY takes a user input and generates a
code query from the input to search the snippet index (Line 2 in
Algorithm 1). The code query is in the same form of index terms
illustrated in Figure 4 so that it can be readily used to match the
index terms in the Snippet Index.
5Using Lucene’s (version 4) English default stop word set.
6This step also recovers qualified names by applying, whenever necessary, the same
procedure described in Section 3.1.1.
Algorithm 1: Similar code search in FaCoY.
Input :c : code fragment (i.e., user query).
Input : InxS (qs ): a function of a code snippet, s , to a sorted list of posts, Ps .
Input : InxQ (qq ): a function of a question, q , to a sorted lis of questions, Qq .
Input : InxC (qs ): a function of a code snippet, s , to a sorted list of code
fragments, Fs .
Input :ns , nq , nc : stretch parameters for snippet, question, and code search,
respectively (e.g., consider Top n similar snippets).
Output :F : a set of code fragments that are similar to c .
1 Function SearchSimilarCodeExamples(c , InxS , InxQ , InxC , ns , nq , nc )
2 qin ⇐ genCodeQuery(c);
3 Ps ⇐ InxS (qin ).top(ns );
4 Qs ⇐ Ps .foreach(pi => takeQuestion (pi ));
5 Pe ⇐ Qs .foreach(qi => InxQ (qi ).top(nq));
6 let F ⇐ ∅;
7 foreach pi ∈ Pe do
8 s ⇐ takeSnippet (дetAnswer (pi ));
9 qex ⇐ genCodeQuery(s);
10 F ⇐ F ∪ InxC (qex ).top(nc ));
11 end
12 return F ;
13 end
To generate a code query, our approach follows the process
described in Section 3.1.1 for generating the index terms of any
given code snippet. If the user input is also an incomplete code
fragment (i.e., impossible to parse), FaCoY seamlessly wraps the
fragment using a dummy class and some method templates after
removing ellipses. It then parses the code fragment to obtain an
AST and collect the necessary AST nodes to generate index terms
in the form of token_type:actual_token.
3.2.2 Searching for Similar Code Snippets. After generat-
ing a code query from a user input, our approach tries to search for
similar snippets in answers of Q&A posts (Line 3 in Algorithm 1).
Since the code query and index terms in the snippet index are in
the same format, our approach uses full-text search (i.e., examining
all index terms for a code snippet to compare with those in a code
query). The full-text function implemented by Lucene is utilized.
Our approach computes rankings of the search results based
on a scoring function that measures the similarity between the
code query and matched code snippets. FaCoY integrates two scor-
ing functions, Boolean Model (BM) [51] and Vector Space Model
(VSM) [76], which are already implemented in Lucene. First, BM
reduces the amount of code snippets to be ranked. Our approach
transforms the code query of the previous step, qin, into a nor-
mal form and matches code snippets indexed in the snippet index.
We adopt best match retrieval to find as many similar snippets as
possible. Then, for the retained snippets, VSM computes similarity
scores. After computing TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency) [75] of terms in each snippet as a weighting
scheme, it calculates Cosine similarity values between the code
query and indexed snippets.
From the sorted list of similar snippets, FaCoY takes top ns
snippets (i.e., those that will allow to consider only most relevant
natural language descriptions to associate with the user input).
By default, in all our experiments in this paper, unless otherwise
indicated, we set the value of ns (stretch parameter) to 3.
3.2.3 Searching for Similar Questions. In this step (Line 4
in Algorithm 1), our approach searches for questions similar to
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the questions of Q&A posts retrieved in the previous step (cf. Sec-
tion 3.2.2). The result of this step is an additional set of Q&A posts
containing questions that are similar to the given questions identi-
fied as describing best the functionality implemented in the user
input. Thanks to this search space enrichment approach, FaCoY
can include more diverse code snippets for enumerating more code
tokens which are semantically relevant.
To search for similar questions, we use the Question Index de-
scribed in Section 3.1.2. Since all questions are indexed beforehand,
the approach simply computes similarity values between questions
as the previous step does (cf. Section 3.2.2), i.e., filtering questions
based on BM and calculating cosine similarity based on VSM.
Once similarity scores are computed, we select the top nq posts
based on the scores of their questions, as the goal is to recommend
most relevant questions rather than listing up all similar questions.
Since it takes ns posts for each of nq questions retrieved in Line
3 of Algorithm 1, the result of this step consists of ns × nq posts
when using the same stretch parameter for both steps. FaCoY can
be tuned to consider different stretch values for each step.
3.2.4 Generating Alternate Code Queries. This step (Line 5
in Algorithm 1) generates code queries from code snippets present
in newly retrieved Q&A posts at the end of the previous step (cf.
Section 3.2.3). Our approach in this step first takes Q&A posts
identified in Line 4 and extracts code snippets from their answer
parts. It then follows the same process described in Section 3.2.1 to
generate code queries. Since the result of the previous step (Line 4)
is ns ×nq posts (when using the same value for stretch parameters),
this step generates at most ns × nq code queries, referred to as
alternate queries.
3.2.5 Searching for Similar Code fragments. As the last
step, FaCoY searches the Code Index for similar code fragments
to output (Lines 6–12 in Algorithm 1). Based on the alternate code
queries generated in the previous step (cf. Section 3.2.4), and since
code queries and index terms are represented in the same format,
FaCoY can leverage the same process of Step (2) illustrated in Sec-
tion 3.2.2 to match code fragments. While the step described in
Section 3.2.2 returns answers containing code snippets similar to a
user query, the result of this step is a set of source code files contain-
ing code fragments corresponding to the alternate code query from
the previous step. Note that FaCoY provides at most ns × nq × nc
code fragments as Line 10 in Algorithm 1 uses nc to take top results.
Delimitating code fragments: Since displaying the entire con-
tent of a source code file will be ineffective for users to readily
locate the identified similar code fragment, FaCoY specifies a code
range after summarizing the content [61]. To summarize search
results into a specific range, FaCoY uses a query-dependent ap-
proach that displays segments of code based on the query terms
occurring in the source file. Concretely, the code fragment starts
from k lines preceding the first matched token and spreads until k
lines following the last matched token.
4 EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the design of different assessment sce-
narios for FaCoY and report on the evaluation results. Specifically,
our experiments aim to address the following research questions:
• RQ1: How relevant are code examples found by FaCoY com-
pared to other code-to-code search engines?
• RQ2: What is the effectiveness of FaCoY in finding semantic
clones based on a code clone benchmark?
• RQ3: Do the semantically similar code fragments yielded by
FaCoY exhibit similar runtime behavior?
• RQ4: Could FaCoY recommend correct code as alternative
of buggy code?
To answer these research questions, we build a prototype version
of FaCoY where search indices are interchangeable to serve the
purpose of each assessment scenario. We provide in Section 4.1
some details on the implementation before describing the design
and results for the different evaluations.
4.1 Implementation details
Accuracy and speed performance of a search engine are gener-
ally impacted by the quantity of data and the quality of the in-
dices [70]. We collect a comprehensive dataset from GitHub, a
popular and very large open source project repository, as well from
StackOverflow, a popular Q&A site with a large community to
curate and propose accurate information on code examples. We
further leverage the Apache Lucene library, whose algorithms have
been tested and validated by researchers and practitioners alike for
indexing and searching tasks.
For building the Code Index representing the search space of
the code base where to code fragments, we consider the GitHub
repository. We focus on Java projects since Java remains popular in
the development community and is associated with a large number
of projects in GitHub [14]. Overall, we have enumerated 2,993,513
projects where Java is set as the main language. Since there are
many toy projects on GitHub [38], we focused on projects that
have been forked at least once by other developers and dropped
out projects where the source code include non-ascii characters.
Table 2 summarizes the collected data.
Table 2: Statistics on the collected GitHub data.
Feature Value Feature Value
Number of projects 10,449 Number of duplicate files 382,512
Number of files 2,163,944 LOCs >384M
For building the Snippet and Question indices, we downloaded
a dump file from the StackOverflow website containing all posts
between July 2008 and September 2016 in XML format. In total, we
have collected and indexed 1,856,592 posts tagged as about Java or
Android coding. We have used a standard XML parser to extract
natural language elements (tagged with <p>. . . </p> markers)
and code snippets (tagged with <code>. . . </code>). It should
be noted that we first filter in code snippets from answers that
have been accepted by the questioner. Then we only retained those
accepted answers that have been up-voted at least once. These
precautions aim at ensuring that we leverage code snippets that are
of high quality and are really matching the questions. As a result,
we eventually used 268,264 Q&A posts to build the snippet and
question indices. By default, we set all three stretch parameters
to ns = nq = nc = 3. The stretch for delimitating output code
fragments is also set to k = 3.
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4.2 RQ1: Comparison with code search engines
Design: In this experiment, we compare the search results of
FaCoY with those from online code search engines. We focus on
Krugle [1] and searchcode [2] since these engines support code-to-
code search. As input code fragments, we consider code examples
implementing popular functionalities that developers ask about.
To that end, we select snippets from posts in StackOverflow. The
snippets are selected following two requirements: (1) the associated
post is related to “Java” and (2) the answer include code snippets.We
select code snippets in the top 10 posts with the highest view counts
(for their questions). Table 3 lists the titles of StackOverflow posts
whose code snippets are used in our experiment. Note that, for a fair
comparison and to avoid any bias towards FaCoY, the actual posts
(including the code snippets in their answers) shown in the table
are removed from the snippet and question indices; this prevents
our tool from leveraging answer data in advance, which would be
unfair.
Table 3: Top 10 StackOverflow Java posts with code snippets.
Query # Question title
Q1 How to add an image to a JPanel?
Q2 How to generate a random alpha-numeric string?
Q3 How to save the activity state in Android?
Q4 How do I invoke a Java method when given the method name as a string?
Q5 Remove HTML tags from a String
Q6 How to get the path of a running JAR file?
Q7 Getting a File’s MD5 Checksum in Java
Q8 Loading a properties file from Java package
Q9 How can I play sound in Java?
Q10 What is the best way to SFTP a file from a server?
Figure 7 shows an example of input code fragments collected
from StackOverflow that is used in our evaluation. 10 code snip-
pets7 are then used to query FaCoY, Krugle, and searchcode.
import java.security.SecureRandom;
import java.math.BigInteger;
public final class SessionIdentifierGenerator {
private SecureRandom random = new SecureRandom();
public String nextSessionId() {
return new BigInteger(130, random).toString(32);
}
}
Figure 7: Code snippet associated to Q2 in Table 3.
On each search engine, we consider at most the top 20 search
results for each query and manually classify them into one of the
four clone types defined in Section 2.
Table 4: Statistics based on manual checks of search results.
FaCoY Searchcode Krugle
Query # outputs Type-2 Type-3 Type-4 # outputs Type-1 Type-3 # outputs Type-1
Q1 18 5(27.7%) 4(22.2%) 0 0
Q2 21 6(28.5%) 2(9.5%) 0 0
Q3 18 9(50%) 0 0
Q4 0 20 20(100%) 1 1(100%)
Q5 19 1(5.2%) 2(10.5%) 6(31.5%) 3 2(66.6%) 1(33.3%) 0
Q6 9 1(11.1%) 3(30%) 1(11.1%) 20 20(100%) 0
Q7 17 0 0
Q8 17 7(41.1%) 7(41.1%) 0 0
Q9 0 2 2(100%) 0
Q10 9 1(11.1%) 7(77.7%) 0 0
Result: Table 4 details statistics on the search results for the
different search engines. FaCoY, Krugle, and searchcode produce
search results for eight, four and one queries respectively. Search
results can also be false positives. We evaluate the efficiency of
FaCoY using the Precision@k metric defined as follows:
7Code snippets available on project web page [23].
Precision@k = 1|Q |
|Q |∑
i=1
|relevanti,k |
k
(1)
where relevanti,k represents the relevant search results for query
i in the top k returned results, and Q is a set of queries.
FaCoY achieves 57.69% and 48.82% scores for Precision@10 and
Precision@20 respectively.
We further categorize the true positive code fragments based on
the clone type. Krugle appears to be able to identify only Type-1
clones. searchcode on the other hand also yields some Type-3 code
clones for 2 queries. Finally, FaCoY mostly successfully retrieves
Type-3 and Type-4 clones.
Unlike online code-to-code search engines, FaCoY can identify (1) similar
code fragments for a more diverse set of functionality implementations.
Those code fragments can be syntactically dissimilar to the query while
implementing similar functionalities.
4.3 RQ2: Finding similar code in IJaDataset
Design: This experiment aims at evaluating FaCoY against an
existing benchmark. Since our code-to-code search engine is similar
to a code clone detector in many respects, we focus on assessing
which clones FaCoY can effectively identify in a code clone bench-
mark. A clone benchmark contains pairs of code fragments which
are similar to each other.
We leverage BigCloneBench [83], one of the biggest (8 mil-
lion clone pairs) code clone benchmarks publicly available. This
benchmark is built by labeling of pairs of code fragments from the
IJaDataset-2.0 [3]. IJaDataset includes approximately 25,000 open-
source Java projects consisting of 3 million source code files and
250 millions of lines of code (MLOC). BigCloneBench maintainers
have mined this dataset focusing on a specific set of functionalities.
They then record metadata information about the identified code
clone pairs for the different functionalities. In this paper, we use a
recent snapshot of BigCloneBench including clone pairs clustered
in 43 functionality groups made available for the evaluation of
SourcererCC [74].
We consider 8,345,104 clone pairs in BigCloneBench based on
the same criteria used in [74]: both code fragments in a clone pair
have at least 6 lines and 50 tokens in length, a standard minimum
clone size for benchmarking [13, 84].
Clone pairs are further assigned a type based on the criteria
in [74]: Type-1 and Type-2 clone pairs are classified according to
the classical definitions recalled in Section 2. Type-3 and Type-4
clones are further divided into four sub-categories based on their
syntactical similarity: Very Strongly Type 3 (VST3), Strongly Type 3
(ST3), Moderately Type 3 (MT3), andWeakly Type 3/Type 4 (WT3/4).
Each clone pair (unless it is Type 1 or 2) is identified as one of four
if its similarity score falls into a specific range; VST3: [90%, 100%),
ST3: [70%, 90%), MT3: [50%, 70%), and WT3/4: [0%, 50%).
For this experiment, we adapt the implementation described
in Section 4.1. Since the experiment conducted in [74] detected
clones only from IJaDataset, the GitHub-based code index in our
tool is replaced by a custom index generated from IJaDataset for
a fair comparison. This makes FaCoY search only code fragments
in IJaDataset. In addition, the stretch parameters (see Algorithm 1)
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are set to ns = nq = 3,nc = 100, making FaCoY yield as many
snippets, posts and fragments as possible in each step.
We feed FaCoYwith each code fragment referenced in the bench-
mark in order to search for their clones in the IJaDataset. We com-
pare each pair, formed by an input fragment and a search result,
against the clone pairs of BigCloneBench. We then compute the
recall of FaCoY following the definition proposed in the bench-
mark [83]:
Recall =
D ∩ Btc
Btc
(2)
where Btc is the set of all true clone pairs in BigCloneBench, and
D is the set of clone pairs found by FaCoY.
To quantify the improvement brought by the two main strate-
gies proposed in this work, namely query alternation and query
structuring, we define four different search engine configurations:
• Baseline SE: The baseline search engine does not implement
any query structuring or query alternation. Input code query, as
well as the search corpus, are treated as natural language text
documents. Search is then directly performed bymatching tokens
with no type information.
• FaCoYnoQA: In this version, only query structuring is applied.
No query alternation is performed, and thus only input code
query is used to match the search corpus.
• FaCoYnoUQ : In this version, query alternation is performed
along with query structuring, but initial input query is left out.
• FaCoY: This version represents the full-feature version of the
code-to-code search engine: queries are alternated and structured,
and initial input code query also contributes in the matching
process.
Result: Table 5 details the recall8 scores for the baseline SE,
FaCOYnoQA, FaCOYnoUQ and FaCoY. Recall scores are summa-
rized per clone type with the categories introduced above. Since we
are reproducing for FaCoY the experiments performed in [74], we
directly report in this table all results that the authors have obtained
on the benchmark for state-of-the-art Nicad [18], iClones [28],
SourcererCC [74], CCFinderX [39], Deckard [34] clone detectors.
Table 5: Recall scores on BigCloneBench [83].
Clone Types
T1 T2 VST3 ST3 MT3 WT3/T4
(# of Clone Pairs) (39,304) (4,829) (6,171) (18,582) (90,591) (6,045,600)
FaCoY 65 90 67 69 41 10 (635,844)⋆
FaCoY noUQ 35 74 45 55 37 10
FaCoY noQA 66 26 56 54 20 2
Baseline SE 66 26 54 50 20 2
SourcererCC 100 98 93 61 5 0
CCFinderX† 100 93 62 15 1 0
Deckard† 60 58 62 31 12 1
iClones† 100 82 82 24 0 0
NiCad† 100 100 100 95 1 0
⋆ Cumulative number of WT3/4 clones that FaCoY found.
† The tools could not scale to the entire files of IJaDataset [3].
We recall that FaCoY is a code-to-code search engine and thus
the objective is to find semantic clones (i.e., towards Type-4 clones).
Nevertheless, for a comprehensive evaluation of the added value
of the strategies implemented in the FaCoY approach, we provide
comparison results of recall values across all clone types.
8It should be noted that Recall is actually Recall@MAX.
Overall, FaCoY produces the highest recall values for moderately
Type-3 as well as Weakly Type-3 and Type-4 clones. The recall
performance of FaCoY for MT3 clones is an order of magnitude
higher than that of 4 out the 5 detection tools. While most tools
detect little to no WT3/T4 code clone pairs, FaCoY is able to find
over 635,000 clones in the IJADataset. Furthermore, apart from
SourcererCC, the other tools could not cover the entire IJaDataset
as reported in [74].
Benefit of query structuring. The difference of performance be-
tween Baseline SE and FaCOYnoQA indicates that query struc-
turing helps to match more code fragments which are not strictly,
syntactically, identical to the query (cf. VST3 & ST3).
Benefit of query alternation. The difference of performance be-
tween FaCoY and FaCOYnoQA definitively confirms that query
alternation is the strategy that allows collecting semantic clones:
recall for WT3/T4 goes from 2% to 10% and recall for MT3 goes
from 20 to 41.
Benefit of keeping input query. The difference of performance
between FaCoY and FaCOYnoUQ finally indicates that initial input
code query is essential for retrieving some code fragments that are
more syntactically similar, in addition to semantically similar code
fragments matched by alternate queries.
With 10% recall for semantic clones (WT3/T4), FaCoY achieves
the best performance score in the literature. Although this score
may appear to be small, it should be noted that this corresponds
to the identification of 635,844 clones, a larger set than the accu-
mulated set of all clones of other types in the benchmark. Finally,
it should also be noted that, while the dataset includes over 7.7
million WT3/T4 code clones, state-of-the-art detection tools can
detect only 1% or less of these clones.
We further investigate the recall of FaCoY with regards to the
functionalities implemented by clone pairs. In BigCloneBench, ev-
ery clone pair is classified into one of 43 functionalities, including
“Download From Web” and “Decompress zip archive”. For each
clone type, we count the number of clones that FaCoY can find, per
functionality. Functionalities with higher recall tend to have imple-
mentations based on APIs and libraries while those with low recall
are more computation intensive without APIs. This confirms that
FaCoY performs better for programs implemented by descriptive
API names since it leverages keywords in snippets and questions.
This issue is discussed in Section 5 in detail. Because of space con-
straints, we refer the reader to the FaCoY project page for more
statistics and information details on its performance.
Double-checking FaCoY’s false positives: Although it is one of
the largest benchmarks available to the research community, Big-
CloneBench clone information may not be complete. Indeed, as de-
scribed in [83], BigCloneBench is built via an incremental additive
process (i.e., gradually relaxing search queries) based on keyword
and source pattern matching. Thus, it may miss some clones despite
the manual verification. In any case, computing precision of a code
search engine remains an open problem [74]. Instead, we chose to
focus on manually analysing sampled false positives.
We manually verify the clone pairs that are not associated in
BigCloneBench, but FaCoY recommended as code clones, i.e., false
positives. Our objective is then to verify to what extent they are
indeed false positives and not misses by BigCloneBench. We sample
10 false positives per clone type category for a manual check. For 32
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out of 60 cases, it turns out that BigCloneBench actually missed to
include them. Specifically, it missed 25 Type-4, 2 Type-3, 1 Type-2,
and even 4 Type-1 clones. Among the 28 cases, for 26 cases, FaCoY
points to the correct file but another location than actual clones.
In only two cases FaCoY completely fails. We provide this data
in the project web page [23] as a first step towards initiating a cu-
rated benchmark of semantic code clones, which can be eventually
integrated into BigCloneBench.
FaCoY can find more Type-3, Weakly Type-3 and Type-4 clones than the
state-of-the-art, thus fulfilling the objective for which it was designed.
4.4 RQ3: Validating semantic similarity
Design: Since FaCoY focuses on identifying semantically simi-
lar code snippets rather than syntactic/structural clones, it is neces-
sary to verify whether the search results of the approach indeed
exhibit similar functional behavior (beyond keywordmatching with
high syntactic differences implied in BigCloneBench). The datasets
used in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 are however not appropriate for dy-
namic analysis: the code must compile as well as execute, and there
must be test cases for exercising the programs.
To overcome these challenges, we build on DyCLINK [81], a
dynamic approach that computes the similarity of execution traces
to detect that two code fragments are relatives (i.e., that they behave
(functionally) similarly). The tool has been applied to programs
written for Google Code Jam [26] to identify code relatives at the
granularity of methods. We carefully reproduced their results with
the publicly available version ofDyCLINK. Among the 642 methods
in the code base, DyCLINK matches 411 pairs as code relatives9.
We consider all methods for which DyCLINK finds a relative and
use FaCoY to search for its clones in codejam, and we check that
the found clones are relatives of the input.
Since FaCoY provides a ranked list of code examples for a given
query, we measure the hit10 ratio of the top N search results. Here,
we use the default stretch parameters specified in Section 4.1 and
thus N = 27. In addition to hit ratio, we compute the Mean Recip-
rocal Rank (MRR) of the hit cases. To calculate MRR for each clone
pair, we use the following formula:
MRR =
1
|Q |
|Q |∑
i=1
1
ranki
(3)
where ranki is the rank position of the corresponding code fragment
for the given peer in a clone pair. Q is the number of all queries.
Result: As a result, FaCoY can identify 278 out of 411 code rela-
tives and the hit ratio is 68%. As for efficiency, FaCoY achieves 45%
and 88% scores respectively for Precision@10 and Precision@20,
and exhibits an MRR of 0.18, which means FaCoY recommends the
code relatives into lower rankings.
On the one hand, since many programs in Google Code Jam
often use variables with no meaning (such as void s(int a){}),
FaCoY cannot find related code in StackOverflow and thus cannot
build alternate queries, limiting the hit ratio. On the other hand,
9We did our best to reproduce the results of DyCLINK. We checked with the authors
that the found 411 relatives are consistent with the released tool version.
10A “hit” indicates that the corresponding code fragment is in the top N results for a
given query.
since DyCLINK also uses a similarity metric to decide on code
relativeness, the MRR score of FaCoY could be higher with a more
relaxed threshold (currently set at 82%) in DyCLINK.
FaCoY can indeed find alternative fragments that exhibit similar runtime
behavior with input code fragment.
4.5 RQ4: Recommending patches with FaCoY
Design: This experiment attempts to use FaCoY to search for
correct code that can help fix buggy code. Code search has indeed
been proposed recently as a potential step for patch recommenda-
tion [25], and even automated repair [40]. Since FaCoY can find
code snippets that are semantically similar to a given query code,
we conjecture that it can be used for helping find alternative im-
plementations which may turn out to be more correct than the
user’s code. We assess such a potential application by leveraging
the Defects4J benchmark [37].
Defects4J include 395 real bugs: for each bug, the buggy code
and the associated fixed version are made available, along with test
suites for execution. For each bug, we take buggy code fragment
(generally a function) and query FaCoY. By going through the
search results from the top, we manually compare each result with
the actual paired fixed code. Our objective is to check whether
FaCoY’s output code fragments can help build a patch that would
have been correct w.r.t. to the benchmark fix. We perform the same
experiments using Krugle [1] and searchcode [2].
public static boolean equals(CharSequence cs1, CharSequence cs2)
{ return cs1 == null ? cs2 == null : cs1.equals(cs2); }
(a) Defects4J buggy code fragment from Commons-LANG†.
public static boolean equals(CharSequence a, CharSequence b) {
if (a == b) return true;
int length;
if (a != null && b != null && (length = a.length()) == b.length()) {
if (a instanceof String && b instanceof String) {
return a.equals(b);
}
for (int i = 0; i < length; i++) {
if (a.charAt(i) != b.charAt(i)) return false;
}
return true;
}
return false;
}
(b) Code fragment found in GitHub by FaCoY as similar to fragment in (a)∗.
public static boolean equals(CharSequence cs1, CharSequence cs2) {
- return cs1 == null ? cs2 == null : cs1.equals(cs2);
+ if (cs1 == cs2) {
+ return true;
+ }
+ if (cs1 == null || cs2 == null) {
+ return false;
+ }
+ if (cs1 instanceof String && cs2 instanceof String) {
+ return cs1.equals(cs2);
+ }
+ return CharSequenceUtils.regionMatches(...);
}
(c) Actual patch‡ that was proposed to fix the buggy code in (a).
† https://goo.gl/5kn6Zr ∗ https://goo.gl/URdriN ‡ https://goo.gl/PD6KL5
Figure 8: Successful patch recommendation by FaCoY.
For each bug, one of the authors of this paper examined at most
top 15 search results from each search engine. When the author
marks a result as a good candidate for patch recommendation,
two other authors double check, and the final decision is made
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by majority voting. Note that, since Defects4J projects are also
available in GitHub, the fixed code may be in FaCoY corpus. Thus,
we have filtered out from the search results any code fragment that
is collected from the same project file as the buggy code used as
query. Figure 8a shows an example buggy function that we used as
query to FaCoY. Fig. 8b shows one of the similar code fragments
returned by FaCoY andwhichwe found that it was a good candidate
for recommending the patch that was actually applied (cf. Fig. 8c).
Result: Out of 395 bugs in Defects4J, our preliminary results
show that FaCoY found similar fixed code examples for 21 bugs. In
contrast, searchcode located a single code example, while Krugle
provided no relevant results at all. Specifically, project-specific
results are as follows. Lang: 6/65, Mockito: 3/38, Chart: 3/26, Closure:
2/133, Time: 2/27, and Math: 5/106. searchcode was successful only
for 1/38 Mokito bug. All details are available in [23].
FaCoY-based search of semantically similar code fragments can support
patch/code recommendation, software diversification or transplantation.
5 DISCUSSIONS
Exhaustivity of Q&A data: The main limitation of FaCoY comes
from the use of code snippets and natural language descriptions in
Q&A posts to enable the generation of alternate queries towards
identifying semantically similar code fragments. This data may
simply be insufficient with regards to a given user input fragment
(e.g., uncommon functionality implementation).
Threats to Validity: As threat to External validity, we note
that we only used Java subjects for the search. However, the same
process can be developed with other programming languages by
changing the language parser, the indices for related Q&A posts and
project code. Another threat stems from the use of StackOverflow
and GitHub which may be limited. We note however that their data
can be substituted or augmented with data from other repositories.
Internal validity: We use subjects from BigCloneBench and Dy-
CLINK datasets to validate our work. Those subjects may be biased
for clone detection. Nevertheless, these subjects are commonly used
and allow for a fair comparison as well as for reproducibility.
6 RELATEDWORK
Code search engines. Code search literature is abundant [5, 22,
33, 42, 59, 66, 69, 72, 77, 79]. CodeHow [59] finds code snippets
relevant to a user query written in natural language. It explores API
documents to identify relationships between query terms and APIs.
Sourcerer [5] leverages structural code information from a complete
compilation unit to perform fine-grained code search. Portfolio [66]
is a code search and visualization approach where a chain of func-
tion calls are highlighted as usage scenario. CodeGenie [53, 54]
expands queries for interface-driven code search (IDCS). It takes
test cases rather than free-form queries as inputs and leverages
WordNet and a code-related thesaurus for query expansion. Sirres
et al. [79], also use StackOverflow data to implement a free-form
code search engine.
Clone detection and search. Clone detection has various applica-
tions [16, 52, 78] such as plagiarism detection. However, most tech-
niques detect syntactically similar code fragments in source code
using tokens [8, 39, 56], AST trees [12, 34], or (program dependency)
graphs [49, 57]. Only a few techniques target semantically similar
source code clones [35, 45, 47]. Komondoor and Horwitz search for
isomorphic sub-graphs of program dependence graphs using pro-
gram slicing [47]. Jiang and Su compare program execution traces
using automated random testing to find functionally equivalent
code fragments [35]. MeCC detects semantically-similar C func-
tions based on the similarity of their abstract memory states [45].
White et al. [86] propose to use deep learning to find code clones.
Their approach is more effective for Type-1/2/3 clones than Type-4.
Code recommendation systems [31, 32, 65, 71] support developers
with reusable code fragments from other programs, or with pointers
to blogs and Q&A sites. Strathcona [31] generates queries from user
code and matches them against repository examples, Prompter [71]
directly matches the current code context with relevant Q&A posts.
Although several studies have explored StackOverflow posts [10,
25, 60, 68, 79, 85], none, to the best of our knowledge, leveraged
StackOverflow data to improve clone detection.
Program repair [15, 27, 44] can also benefit from code search. Gao
et al. [25] proposed an approach to fix recurring crash bugs by
searching for similar code snippets in StackOverflow. SearchRe-
pair [40] infers potential patch ingredients by looking up code
fragments encoded as SMT constraints. Koyuncu et al. [48] showed
that patching tools yield recurrent fix actions that can be explored
to fix similar code. Liu et al. [58] explore the potential of fix patterns
for similar code fragments that may be buggy w.r.t. FindBugs rules.
API recommendation is a natural application of code search. The
Baker approach connects existing source code snippets to API doc-
umentation [82]. MUSE [67] builds an index of real source code
fragments by using static slicing and code clone detection, and
then recommends API usage examples. Keivanloo et al. [43] pre-
sented an Internet-scale code search engine that locates working
code examples. Buse and Weimer [17] proposed an approach to
recommend API usage examples by synthesizing code snippets
based on dataflow analysis and pattern abstraction. Bajracharya [7]
proposed Structural Semantic Indexing which examines the API
calls extracted in source code to determine code similarity.
7 CONCLUSION
We have presented FaCoY, a code-to-code search engine that ac-
cepts code fragments from users and recommends semantically
similar code fragments found in a target code base. FaCoY is based
on query alternation: after generating a structured code query
summarizing structural code elements in the input fragment, we
search in Q&A posts other code snippets having similar descriptions
but which may present implementation variabilities. These variant
implementations are then used to generate alternate code queries.
We have implemented a prototype of FaCoY using StackOverflow
and GitHub data on Java. FaCoY achieves better accuracy than
online code-to-code search engines and finds more semantic code
clones in BigCloneBench than state-of-the-art clone detectors. Dy-
namic analysis shows that FaCoY’s similar code fragments are
indeed related execution-wise. Finally, we have investigated a po-
tential application of FaCoY for code/patch recommendation on
buggy code in the Defects4J benchmark.
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